Doe Network Updates Archive for 2013

December 2, 2013

Announcements

The Skeleton Crew: How amateur sleuths are solving America’s coldest cases. Coming from Simon & Schuster in 2014.

November 30, 2013

Site Updates

2162ummd - Former Hot Case 1210
2163ummd - Former Hot Case 1471
2164ummd - Former Hot Case 1472
2165ummd - Former Hot Case 1469
2166ummd - Former Hot Case 1211
2167ummd - Former Hot Case 1447
2168ummd - Former Hot Case 1448
2169ummd - Former Hot Case 1146
2170ummd - Former Hot Case 1147
2171ummd - Former Hot Case 1496
2172ummd - Former Hot Case 1473
2173ummd - Former Hot Case 1474
2174ummd - Former Hot Case 1519
2175ummd - Former Hot Case 1711
2176ummd - Former Hot Case 1467
2177ummd - Former Hot Case 1475
2178ummd - Former Hot Case 1124
2179ummd - Former Hot Case 1143
November 26, 2013

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 606DMCA - John Evodio Nunez

Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 868UMCA

Located/Identified

Closed & Archived DN # 2092DFME - Bonnie Ledford

Identified DN # 686UFNM as DN # 2295DFNM - Teresa Reyes - Koat.com

Remains Identified - DN #469DMVA - Patrick Donald Collins - Metroland.net

Identified DN # 50UFNY - NYTimes.com

Remains Identified - DN #1468DFSD - Cheryle Kay Miller and 1469DFSD - Pamela Ann Jackson - Akronhometowner.com

November 11, 2013

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 593DMON - Shawn Steven Jones

Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 853UMON

Site Updates

Case file of 574umnv - Date discovered corrected

Located/Identified

Closed per LE DN # 1236UMAZ

Closed per LE DN # 1231UMAZ

Closed per LE DN # 926UMAZ

Closed per LE DN # HC 792

Closed per LE DN # HC 442

Closed per LE DN # 917UMAZ

Closed per LE DN # 1123UMAZ

Closed per NamUs DN # 1419UMNY

Closed per NCMEC - DN # 2370DFID - Norma Edith Romero
Remains Identified - DN #3042DFOH - Christina Adkins - Newsnet5

November 10, 2013

Site Additions

A page on the DN site has been created for:

1970ummn - An unidentified male was located in Minnesota on April 16, 1976

Site Updates

1057ufca - Former Hot Case 1222

1058ufaz - Former Hot Case 633; Images added

689ufaz - DNA availability and NamUs case number added

650ufca - Date located corrected

649ufca - Date located and age range corrected

587ufca - Investigator information updated

584ufca - Investigator information updated

October 29, 2013

Site Additions

A page on the DN site has been created for:

1968ummd - An unidentified male was located in Maryland on March 26, 1975

1969ummd - An unidentified male was located in Maryland on February 27, 1978

Site Updates

2156ummd - Former Hot Case 1266

2157ummd - Former Hot Case 1446

2158ummd - Former Hot Case 1206

2159ummd - Former Hot Case 1235

2160ummd - Former Hot Case 1470

2161ummd - Former Hot Case 1271
October 26, 2013

Site Additions
A page on the DN site has been created for:

1964ummd - An unidentified male was located in Maryland on June 15, 1967
1966ummd - An unidentified male was located in Maryland on April 30, 1972
1967ummd - An unidentified male was located in Maryland on August 9, 1973

Site Updates
2140ummd - Former Hot Case 1498
2141ummd - Former Hot Case 2098
2142ummd - Former Hot Case 1195
2143ummd - Former Hot Case 1196
2144ummd - Former Hot Case 1197
2145ummd - Former Hot Case 1198
2146ummd - Former Hot Case 1163
2147ummd - Former Hot Case 1164
2148ummd - Former Hot Case 2109
2149ummd - Former Hot Case 1166
2150ummd - Former Hot Case 1501
2151ummd - Former Hot Case 1177
2152ummd - Former Hot Case 1250
2153ummd - Former Hot Case 1499
2154ummd - Former Hot Case 1265
2155ummd - Former Hot Case 1497

October 23, 2013

Site Updates
October 20, 2013

Site Additions

A page on the DN site has been created for:

1052uftx - An unidentified female child was located in Texas on May 29, 1977

October 11, 2013

Site Updates

181ufca - Images added
516ufwa - Images added
483uftx - Circumstances updated

October 10, 2013

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 573DMCA - Dale Eugene Kelley

Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 539UFGA

Located/Identified

Identified DN # Hot Case 1943 as DN # 515DFTX - Jennifer Lynn Coibion - Woodlands Online

Closed per NamUs DN #HC 1407

Closed per NamUs DN #772UFMD

Remains Identified - DN #1821DFDE - Dorris Anne Wood - WKYT.com

October 8, 2013

Site Additions

A page on the DN site has been created for:

2229umca - An unidentified male was located in California on October 22, 1930
2230umca - An unidentified male was located in California on June 25, 2001
2231umtx - An unidentified male was located in Texas on September 1, 2008

Site Updates
The Hot Cases criteria has been updated

The New Cases criteria has been updated

October 4, 2013

Site Updates

The Hot Case Index has been revamped

October 3, 2013

Site Additions

A page on the DN site has been created for:

2228UMAB - An unidentified male was located in Alberta on October 13, 2012

October 2, 2013

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 569DMUK - Karl Hotchkiss

Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 531UFCO

Located/Identified

Identified DN # 977UFGA as DN # 3050DFFL - Tammy Hollins - News-Journal Online

Closed per NamUs - DN # 4431DMWI - Jeffrey Peter Gibson

September 19, 2013

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 561DMCA - Joe Matos Dias

Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 515UFFL

Located/Identified

Identified DN # HC 2092

Closed per LE - DN # 3061DFOK - Theresa Lorraine Davis

Identified per LE DN #60UFTX

Living Jane Doe Identified DN # 879UMFL

September 11, 2013
Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 799DFPA - Marjorie West

Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 826UMON

**Located/Identified**

Identified DN # 792UFMI as DN # 1690DFMI - Ruth Hoffman - Freep.com

Recovered per NCMEC - DN # 3547DMIL - Jobane Castaneda-Ortiz

Identified per LE DN #492UMNV as Lewis E. Hoskinson

Identified per NamUs DN # HotCase 1468

**September 1, 2013**

**Site Additions**

A page on the DN site has been created for:

1051ufor - An unidentified female was located in Oregon on September 7, 1993

2225umnv - An unidentified male was located in Nevada on December 28, 1993

2226umnv - An unidentified male was located in Nevada on August 9, 1993

2227umnv - An unidentified male was located in Nevada on August 24, 1993

**Site Updates**

Case file of 574umnv - NamUs info

Case file of 439ufca - NamUs info, post-mortem photo link, additional identifiers, circumstance info

Case file of 2215ummd - Formerly Hot Case 1268

Case file of 2216ummd - Formerly Hot Case 1557

Case file of 2217ummd - Formerly Hot Case 1969

Case file of 2218ummd - Formerly Hot Case 1970

Case file of 2219ummd - Formerly Hot Case 1712

Case file of 2220ummd - Formerly Hot Case 932

**August 24, 2013**

**Site Updates**
1028ufmd - Formerly Hot Case 1327
1029ufmd - Formerly Hot Case 1194
1030ufmd - Formerly Hot Case 1199
1031ufmd - Formerly Hot Case 1165
1032ufmd - Formerly Hot Case 1460
1033ufmd - Formerly Hot Case 1461
1034ufmd - Formerly Hot Case 1330
1035ufmd - Formerly Hot Case 1478
1036ufmd - Formerly Hot Case 1140
1038ufmd - Formerly Hot Case 1484
1039ufmd - Formerly Hot Case 1086
1040ufmd - Formerly Hot Case 1064
1041ufmd - Formerly Hot Case 1055

Case file of DN # 58ufnv - New images added

**August 21, 2013**

**Site Updates**

DN # 1042ufmd - Formerly Hot Case 1059
DN # 1045ufmd - Formerly Hot Case 2198
DN # 1046ufmd - Formerly Hot Case 2241

**August 16, 2013**

**Site Additions**

A page on the DN site has been created for:

DN # 1047ufny - Unidentified female located in New York on November 19, 2000
DN # 2221umon - Unidentified male located in Ontario on June 3, 2003
DN # 2222umin - Unidentified male located in Indiana on November 19, 2007
DN # 1048uftn - Unidentified female located in Tennessee on March 25, 2003
DN # 2223umca - Unidentified male located in California on September 27, 1980
DN # 1049ufca - Unidentified female located in California on February 26, 1988
DN # 2224umca - Unidentified male located in California on August 21, 1962

**Site Updates**

DN # 1037ufmd - Formerly Hot Case 1098; Image added
DN # 1043ufmd - Formerly Hot Case 1488; Image added
DN # 1044ufmd - Formerly Hot Case 1274; Image added

Case file of DN # 2129umin - Pictures of tattoos added

**August 15, 2013**

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 539DMCA - Helmut Ernst Altmann
Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 499UFIN

**Site Updates**

Case file of DN # 894umnc - Images, NCIC#, NamUs info, clothing added
Case file of DN # 560ufnc - NamUs info added
Case file of DN # 350ufnc - NamUs info added
Case file of DN # 278ufga - NamUs info added and rosary information updated
Case file of DN # 178ufms - Status of case updated

**August 13, 2013**

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 784DFFL - Shanythia Machelle Greene
Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 807UMCA

**Site Additions**

A page on the DN site has been created for:

DN # 2128umfl - Unidentified male located in Florida on May 7, 1972
DN # 2129umin - Unidentified male located in Indiana on June 19, 2009
DN # 2130umwy - Unidentified male located in Wyoming on August 20, 1988
DN # 2131umil - Unidentified male located in Illinois on November 2, 1979
DN # 2132umil - Unidentified male located in Illinois on March 19, 2007
DN # 2133umil - Unidentified male located in Illinois on July 24, 2008
DN # 2134umwy - Unidentified male located in Wyoming on August 28, 1982
DN # 2135ummn - Unidentified fetus located in Minnesota on April 24, 1966
DN # 2136ummn - Unidentified fetus located in Minnesota on May 16, 1968
DN # 2137umal - Unidentified male located in Alabama on November 25, 2009
DN # 2138umal - Unidentified male located in Alabama on February 25, 2009
DN # 2139umwi - Unidentified male located in Wisconsin on October 21, 1979
DN # 1024ufmi - Unidentified female located in Michigan on June 7, 2010
DN # 1025ufdc - Unidentified female located in Washington D.C. on August 12, 1990
DN # 1026ufmd - Unidentified female located in Maryland on October 2, 1987
DN # 1027ufoh - Unidentified female located in Ohio on April 22, 1981

Site Updates
Case file of DN # 591ufca - date found correct, NamUs info added
Case file of DN # 395ufin - additional/clearer images added; descriptions added; LE contact updated
Case file of DN # 29ufor - NamUs info added

August 9, 2013
Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 538DMCA - Antreas Chester Cantrell
Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 804UMNV

Site Additions
A page on the DN site has been created for:
DN # 4740DMMN - Daniel Lee Newville
DN # 4749DMKS - Scott Hammerle
August 7, 2013

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 536DMCA - Alan Tigong Duque

Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 496UFCA

Located/Identified

Identified & Archived Per LE - DN # 720DMCA - Victor Escalante

Identified - DN # 668UMTX as William Schoffner HC Community Journal

Identified DN # 829UFSC as DN # 3078DFNC - Madelyn Cox - Group State

Identified & Archived - DN # Hot Case 1671

Identified - DN # 323UFFL as Sharon Kedzerski Local 10

Closed & Archived - DN # 4140DMKY - Lyndal B Ashby

Closed & Archived - DN # 1868DFMI - Coral Pearl Hall - Fox News

Remains Identified - DN # 2787DFWA - Erin MacGregor - Komo News

August 6, 2013

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 535DMCA - Roger A Anderson

Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 802UMCA

August 3, 2013

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 779DFIRL - Annie Bridget McCarrick

Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 799UMON

Site Updates

DN # 2098umnj (formerly Hot Case 1963)

DN # 2099umnj (formerly Hot Case 1082)

DN # 2100umnj (formerly Hot Case 1951)

DN # 2101umnj (formerly Hot Case 1104)

DN # 2103umnj (formerly Hot Case 1080)

DN # 2104umnj (formerly Hot Case 1180)
DN # 2105umnj (formerly Hot Case 2254)
DN # 2106umnj (formerly Hot Case 1081)
DN # 2107umnj (formerly Hot Case 1004)
DN # 2108umnj (formerly Hot Case 955)
DN # 2109umnj (formerly Hot Case 1079)
DN # 2110umnj (formerly Hot Case 1078)
DN # 2111umnj (formerly Hot Case 1077)
DN # 2112umnj (formerly Hot Case 1114)
DN # 2113umnj (formerly Hot Case 1020)
DN # 2114umnj (formerly Hot Case 1022)
DN # 2115umnj (formerly Hot Case 1021)
DN # 2116umnj (formerly Hot Case 2199)
DN # 2117umnj (formerly Hot Case 1994)
DN # 2118umnj (formerly Hot Case 2284)
DN # 2119umnj (formerly Hot Case 1976)
DN # 2120umnj (formerly Hot Case 2200)
DN # 2121umnj (formerly Hot Case 1705)
DN # 2122umnj (formerly Hot Case 1003)

**August 1, 2013**

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 533DMCA - Shai Gitlis

Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 797UMON

**Site Additions**

A page on the DN site has been created for:

DN # 2097umnj

**Site Updates**
DN # 1021ufnj (formerly Hot Case 1962; formerly listed as male)
DN # 1022ufca (formerly Hot Case 500)
Case file of DN # 4327DMTX - Marcos Arrellano Zavala - Images and details added

**July 29, 2013**

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 532DMMO - Bryon Lee Davis
Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 796UMON

**Site Updates**

DN # 2088umnj (formerly Hot Case 1780)
DN # 2089umnj (formerly Hot Case 1824)
DN # 2090umnj (formerly Hot Case 1825)
DN # 2091umnj (formerly Hot Case 1782)
DN # 2092umnj (formerly Hot Case 1826)
DN # 2094umnj (formerly Hot Case 1742)
DN # 2095umnj (formerly Hot Case 875)
DN # 2127umaz (formerly Hot Case 2280) - changed from female to male

**July 27, 2013**

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 775DFCA - Belinda R. Brewster
Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 793UMNJ

**Site Additions**

A page on the DN site has been created for:

DN # 1019ufny
DN # 2124umtx

**Site Updates**

DN # 1020ufca (formerly Hot Case 859)
DN # 2125umca (formerly Hot Case 2386)
DN # 2126umca (formerly Hot Case 1935)
Case file of DN # 524umfl - added several images, descriptors
Case file of DN # 255ufok - added several images
Case file of DN # 799ufnh - added new image
Case file of DN # 800ufnh - added new image
Case file of DN # 801ufnh - added new image
Case file of DN # 802ufnh - added new image
Case file of DN # 319ufnc - DNA available
Case file of DN # 892umnc - clearer images added and DNA available
Case file of DN # 834umnc - Found date corrected
Case file of DN # 1560umnc - DNA available, race corrected
Case file of DN # 823ufil - race and DNA info updated. Corrected in Geo index.
Case file of DN # 1740umil - age range updated
Case file of DN # 441ufca - age range updated
Case file of DN # 545ufca - descriptors updated
Case file of DN # 1673ummn - DNA type updated
Case file of DN # 499ufin - age range, descriptors updated
Case file of DN # 1384umin - age range, linked case to another case located with
Case file of DN # 999umin - age range, linked case to another case located with
Case file of DN # 871umca - descriptors updated
Case file of DN # 771umca - sources updated
Case file of DN # 1211umca - descriptors updated

Located/Identified

6ufks removed from UID Geo and Chrono index (case ID'd)

July 26, 2013
Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 530DMESP - Alvaro De Andrus Diaz

Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 792UMIN

**Site Updates**

DN # 2079umnj (formerly Hot Case 822)
DN # 2080umnj (formerly Hot Case 1138)
DN # 2081umnj (formerly Hot Case 1311) - Image added
DN # 2082umnj (formerly Hot Case 1193)
DN # 2083umnj (formerly Hot Case 1727)
DN # 2084umnj (formerly Hot Case 1730)
DN # 2085umnj (formerly Hot Case 1731)
DN # 2086umnj (formerly Hot Case 1732)
DN # 2087umnj (formerly Hot Case 1115)

**July 25, 2013**

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 529DMCA - Anthony Mano Bryant

Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 792UMIN

**Site Updates**

DN # 2073umnj (formerly Hot Case 821)
DN # 2074umnj (formerly Hot Case 874)
DN # 2075umnj (formerly Hot Case 1152)
DN # 2076umnj (formerly Hot Case 926)
DN # 2077umnj (formerly Hot Case 1141)
DN # 2078umnj (formerly Hot Case 1135)
DN # 2093umnj (formerly Hot Case 1827)
DN # 2096umnj (formerly Hot Case 925)
DN # 2102umnj (formerly Hot Case 1560)
DN # 1002ufnj (formerly Hot Case 873)
DN # 1003ufnj (formerly Hot Case 1136)
DN # 1004ufnj (formerly Hot Case 927)
DN # 1005ufnj (formerly Hot Case 505)
DN # 1006ufnj (formerly Hot Case 1781)
DN # 1007ufnj (formerly Hot Case 1863)
DN # 1008ufnj (formerly Hot Case 1094)
DN # 1009ufnj (formerly Hot Case 1733)
DN # 1010ufnj (formerly Hot Case 352)
DN # 1011ufnj (formerly Hot Case 154)
DN # 1012ufnj (formerly Hot Case 1005)
DN # 1013ufnj (formerly Hot Case 1014)
DN # 1014ufnj (formerly Hot Case 1723)
DN # 1015ufnj (formerly Hot Case 1977)
DN # 1016ufnj (formerly Hot Case 1995)
DN # 1017ufnj (formerly Hot Case 2206)
DN # 1018ufnj (formerly Hot Case 2201)

July 19, 2013

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 527DMCA - Jose Francisco Fuentes Pereria
Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 490EFDEU

Site Updates

DN # 2050umnv (formerly Hot Case 720)
DN # 2051umnv (formerly Hot Case 721)
DN # 2052umnv (formerly Hot Case 722)
DN # 2053umnv (formerly Hot Case 1073)
DN # 2054umnv (formerly Hot Case 726)
DN # 2055umnv (formerly Hot Case 727)
DN # 2056umnv (formerly Hot Case 728)
DN # 2057umnv (formerly Hot Case 1091)
DN # 2058umnv (formerly Hot Case 658)
DN # 2059umnv (formerly Hot Case 659)
DN # 2060umnv (formerly Hot Case 1709)
DN # 2061umnv (formerly Hot Case 655)
DN # 2062umnv (formerly Hot Case 660)
DN # 2063umnv (formerly Hot Case 179)
DN # 2064umnv (formerly Hot Case 1217)
DN # 2065umnv (formerly Hot Case 661)
DN # 2066umnv (formerly Hot Case 1707)
DN # 2067umnv (formerly Hot Case 206)
DN # 2068umnv (formerly Hot Case 669)
DN # 2069umnv (formerly Hot Case 153)
DN # 2070umnv (formerly Hot Case 666)
DN # 2071umnd - Unidentified Male located in North Dakota
DN # 2071umnv - Unidentified Male located in Nevada
DN # 1001ufnv (formerly Hot Case 657) - formerly listed as male, now female.
DN # 2046umnv (formerly Hot Case 717)
DN # 2047umnv (formerly Hot Case 665) - images added
DN # 2048umnv (formerly Hot Case 718)
DN # 2049umnv (formerly Hot Case 719)
DN # 1000ufnv (formerly Hot Case 1708) - formerly listed as male, now female.
July 10, 2013

Announcement

Never Forgotten - Arkansas Takes Action

The Attorney General's Office, State Police and the Arkansas Crime Laboratory are putting a call out to law enforcement agencies across the state to reach out to the families of missing persons in their jurisdictions. We need to notify these families of the 2013 'Never Forgotten - Arkansas Takes Action' event for missing persons scheduled for Sept. 14. The event will assist families of missing adults and children.

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 523DMIN - Allen Lee Livingston

Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 783UMCHE

Site Updates

DN # 2031UMNV (formerly Hot Case 1516)
DN # 2032UMNV (formerly Hot Case 478) - Images Added
DN # 2033UMNV (formerly Hot Case 653) - Images Added
DN # 2034UMNV (formerly Hot Case 1006)
DN # 2035UMNV (formerly Hot Case 468)
DN # 2036UMNV (formerly Hot Case 544)
DN # 2037UMNV (formerly Hot Case 1092)
DN # 2038UMNV (formerly Hot Case 710)
DN # 2039umnv (formerly Hot Case 711)
DN # 2040umnv (formerly Hot Case 713)
DN # 2041umnv (formerly Hot Case 654)
DN # 2042umnv (formerly Hot Case 714)
DN # 2043umnv (formerly Hot Case 715)
DN # 2044umnv (formerly Hot Case 1766)
DN # 2045umnv (formerly Hot Case 716)
DN # 4730DMFL - Florian Ghita
Located/Identified
Closed & Archived Per NCMEC - DN # 3293DFCA - Terry Ann Kelley
Remains Identified - DN #2089DMCA - Egbert Rimkus - Inyo Register
Identified DN # 268UFTN as DN # 2038DFTX - Jennifer Cole - Nashville City Paper
Identified & Archived DN # 1502UMOK
Removed - DN # 974UFFL - was a duplicate of 937UFFL

July 9, 2013
Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 522DMSK - William Frederick Krowchuk
Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 782UMOR

Site Updates
DN # 2021UMNV (formerly Hot Case 366)
DN # 2022UMNV (formerly Hot Case 368)
DN # 2023UMNV (formerly Hot Case 370)
DN # 2024UMNV (formerly Hot Case 943)
DN # 2025UMNV (formerly Hot Case 922)
DN # 2026UMNV (formerly Hot Case 439)
DN # 2027UMNV (formerly Hot Case 440)
DN # 2028UMNV (formerly Hot Case 461)
DN # 2029UMNV (formerly Hot Case 1151)
DN # 2030UMNV (formerly Hot Case 570)

July 8, 2013
Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 765DFFL - Andrea Gail Parsons
Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 781UMIN

July 7, 2013
Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 521DMQC - Glen Allan Moquin

Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 780UMNJ

Site Updates

DN # 987UFNV (formerly Hot Case 428)
DN # 988UFNV (formerly Hot Case 367)
DN # 989UFNV (formerly Hot Case 369)
DN # 990UFNV (formerly Hot Case 438)
DN # 991UFNV (formerly Hot Case 467)
DN # 992UFNV (formerly Hot Case 664)
DN # 993UFNV (formerly Hot Case 1310)
DN # 994UFNV (formerly Hot Case 1765)
DN # 995UFNV (formerly Hot Case 723)
DN # 996UFNV (formerly Hot Case 724)
DN # 997UFNV (formerly Hot Case 725)
DN # 998UFNV (formerly Hot Case 185)
DN # 999UFNV (formerly Hot Case 663)

July 6, 2013

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 764DFCA - Angela R. Gross

Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 779UMFL

Site Updates

DN # 2008UMGA (formerly Hot Case 286)
DN # 2009UMGA (formerly Hot Case 287)
DN # 2010UMGA (formerly Hot Case 1309)
DN # 2011UMGA (formerly Hot Case 1103)
DN # 2012UMGA (formerly Hot Case 1415)
DN # 2013UMGA (formerly Hot Case 736)
DN # 2014UMGA (formerly Hot Case 1429)
DN # 2015UMGA (formerly Hot Case 291)
DN # 2016UMGA (formerly Hot Case 1517)
DN # 2017UMGA (formerly Hot Case 285)
DN # 2018UMGA (formerly Hot Case 1818)
DN # 2019UMGA (formerly Hot Case 1264)
DN # 2020UMGA (formerly Hot Case 2032)

**July 2, 2013**

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 518DMCA - Benancio Martinez Beltran

Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 777UMCA

**Located/Identified**

Closed & Archived - DN # 1496DFKS - Raechelle Jeanean Wilson

Recovered per NCMEC - DN # 3067DFCA - Maria Christina Alfaro

Closed & Archived - DN # 1671DFTX - Guillermina Villegas

Closed & Archived per LSU - DN # 1683DFLA - Tomasina Suzanne Marchbanks

Remains Identified - DN #2149DFTN - Annie May Hughes - WBBJTV.com

Identified DN # 243UFPA as Juane Angel McAuley-Johnson - NJ.com

Remains Identified - DN #1295DFNY - JoAnn Nichols - Huffington Post

Closed & Archived - DN # 3405DMTX - Michael Hudson

**July 1, 2013**

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 762DFMO - Ashley Nicole Conroy

Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 776UMCO

**June 30, 2013**

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 517DMCA - Angelo Nicola Gatti Jr.
Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 775UMCA

**Site Updates**

DN # 1998UMGA (formerly Hot Case 940)
DN # 1999UMGA (formerly Hot Case 281)
DN # 2000UMGA (formerly Hot Case 1072)
DN # 2001UMGA (formerly Hot Case 1819)
DN # 2002UMGA (formerly Hot Case 1820)
DN # 2003UMGA (formerly Hot Case 1821); Image added
DN # 2004UMGA (formerly Hot Case 282)
DN # 2005UMGA (formerly Hot Case 735)
DN # 2006UMGA (formerly Hot Case 293)
DN # 2007UMGA (formerly Hot Case 288)

**June 29, 2013**

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 761DFCA - Anna Marie Anderson

Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 774UMTX

**June 28, 2013**

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 760DFMS - Angela Lee Freeman

Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 773UMCA

**Site Updates**

DN # 1984UMGA (formerly Hot Case 1175)
DN # 1985UMGA (formerly Hot Case 899)
DN # 1986UMGA (formerly Hot Case 900)
DN # 1987UMGA (formerly Hot Case 901)
DN # 1988UMGA (formerly Hot Case 902)
DN # 1989UMGA (formerly Hot Case 903)
DN # 1990UMGA (formerly Hot Case 896)
DN # 1991UMGA (formerly Hot Case 1245)
DN # 1992UMGA (formerly Hot Case 897)
DN # 1993UMGA (formerly Hot Case 904)
DN # 1994UMGA (formerly Hot Case 936)
DN # 1995UMGA (formerly Hot Case 937)
DN # 1996UMGA (formerly Hot Case 938)
DN # 1997UMGA (formerly Hot Case 939)

June 26, 2013

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 758DFON - Marion Joan McDowell
Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 771UMCA

Site Updates
DN # 955UFNC (formerly Hot Case 1329)
DN # 956UFNC (formerly Hot Case 1317)
DN # 957UFNC (formerly Hot Case 1315)
DN # 958UFNC (formerly Hot Case 1280)
DN # 959UFNC (formerly Hot Case 1813)

June 25, 2013

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 515DMTX - Franklin D. Frazier
Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 483UFTX

June 24, 2013

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 757DFNY - Janice Fullam
Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 770UMMS

Site Updates
DN # 952UFNC (formerly Hot Case 1191)
DN # 953UFNC (formerly Hot Case 1231)
DN # 954UFNC (formerly Hot Case 610)

June 23, 2013

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 756DFMO - Lynn Lene Baltzley

Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 482UFTN

Site Additions

A page on the DN site has been created for:
DN # 1983UMTX

Site Updates

DN # 1923UMNC (formerly Hot Case 1096)
DN # 1924UMNC (formerly Hot Case 1102)
DN # 1925UMNC (formerly Hot Case 1062)
DN # 1926UMNC (formerly Hot Case 1162)
DN # 1927UMNC (formerly Hot Case 1314)
DN # 1928UMNC (formerly Hot Case 1322)
DN # 1929UMNC (formerly Hot Case 1618)
DN # 1930UMNC (formerly Hot Case 1158)
DN # 1931UMNC (formerly Hot Case 1312)
DN # 1932UMNC (formerly Hot Case 1313)
DN # 1933UMNC (formerly Hot Case 1609)
DN # 1934UMNC (formerly Hot Case 1450)
DN # 1935UMNC (formerly Hot Case 1610)
DN # 1936UMNC (formerly Hot Case 1219)
DN # 1937UMNC (formerly Hot Case 1653)
DN # 1938UMNC (formerly Hot Case 1654)
DN # 1939UMNC (formerly Hot Case 1220)
DN # 1940UMNC (formerly Hot Case 1814)
DN # 1941UMNC (formerly Hot Case 485)
DN # 1942UMNC (formerly Hot Case 1611)
DN # 1943UMNC (formerly Hot Case 1321)
DN # 1944UMNC (formerly Hot Case 486)
DN # 1945UMNC (formerly Hot Case 1318)
DN # 1946UMNC (formerly Hot Case 1320)
DN # 1947UMNC (formerly Hot Case 2009)
DN # 1948UMNC (formerly Hot Case 1573)
DN # 1949UMNC (formerly Hot Case 1607)
DN # 1950UMNC (formerly Hot Case 1612)
DN # 1951UMNC (formerly Hot Case 1613)
DN # 1952UMNC (formerly Hot Case 2127)
DN # 1953UMNC (formerly Hot Case 1614)
DN # 1954UMNC (formerly Hot Case 1316)
DN # 1955UMNC (formerly Hot Case 1812)
DN # 1956UMNC (formerly Hot Case 1617)
DN # 1957UMNC (formerly Hot Case 1907)
DN # 1958UMNC (formerly Hot Case 1910)
DN # 1959UMNC (formerly Hot Case 1909)
DN # 1960UMNC (formerly Hot Case 1908)
DN # 1961UMNC (formerly Hot Case 1912)
DN # 1962UMNC (formerly Hot Case 1911)
DN # 1963UMNC (formerly Hot Case 991)
June 20, 2013

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 513DMVA - Andrew Lee Muns

Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 766UMTX

Site Additions

A page on the DN site has been created for:

DN # 4729DMIL - James E. Early
DN # 4692DMLA - Michael Baham
DN # 4708DMIL - Nathaniel LaTrench Holt
DN # 33337DFWA - Andria Ann Bailey
DN # 4720DMWY - Ronald Lee Holtz
DN # 4726DMMN - Geno Samuel Ranelli
DN # 4727DMNE - Jason Jolkowski
DN # 4728DMPA - Edward Portela

June 17, 2013

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 753DFMI - Ida Dean Anderson

Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 764UMNJ

Site Additions

A page on the DN site has been created for:

DN # 4715DMWI - Andrew Thomas Viater

Site Updates

Case file of DN # 2672DFMT - Dorothy Geneva Freeman - Date last seen corrected, vitals updated

Located/Identified

Recovered per NCMEC - DN # 3279DFCA - Samantha Meraz

June 14, 2013

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 510DMCA - Clemmie Mathis
Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 761UMTX

**Site Additions**

A page on the DN site has been created for:

DN # 3342DFTX - Patricia Marie Small

DN # 1965UMON - An unidentified male found in Ontario in 2003

DN # 974UFFL - An unidentified female found in Florida in 1985

**Site Updates**

Case file of DN # 519DFHI - Charlotte Marcella Moriarty - Circumstances updated

Case file of DN # 4502DMID - Kyle Tolley - Images added

Case file of DN # 11UFPA - New reconstruction added

Case file of DN # 3856DMOR - Jerry Dale Calhoun - Height corrected

Case file of DN # 1558DFTN - Holly Calbaugh - Age at time of disappearance corrected

**June 12, 2013**

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 751DFTX - Cheryl Vasquez

Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 758UMTX

**Site Additions**

A page on the DN site has been created for:

DN # 1979UMON - An unidentified male found in Ontario in 2010

DN # 1965UMON - An unidentified male found in Ontario in 2003

DN # 962UFLA - An unidentified female found in Louisiana in 2001

DN # 967UFIN - An unidentified female found in Indiana in 1988

DN # 966UFIN - An unidentified female found in Indiana in 1975

DN # 965UFCA - An unidentified female found in California in 1993

**June 11, 2013**

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 508DMCA - Arturo Godines
Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 757UMAZ

Located/Identified

Remains Identified - DN #2996DFCA - Karen Michelle Sterzl - Contra Costa Times

Identified DN # 364UFCA as Victorene Lee Pyrskalla - KHSLTV.com

Identified DN # Hot Case 2348 as Nilsa Padilla - NBC Miami

May 21, 2013

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 498DMUK - Andrew Bedford

Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 742UMFL

Located/Identified

Remains Identified - DN #3340DFON - Mila Johnson - Oye Times

May 14, 2013

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 494DMQC - Francois A. Willey

Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 735umdeu

Site Additions

A page on the DN site has been created for:

DN # 3340dfga - Catherine Romer

DN # 4721dmga - Charles Romer

DN # 3341dftx - Maria deLourdes Pahl

Site Updates

DN # 1980umca (formerly Hot Case 1169)

DN # 1981umca (formerly Hot Case 1160)

DN # 968ufca (formerly Hot Case 1225)

DN # 969ufca (formerly Hot Case 1252)

DN # 970ufca (formerly Hot Case 1397)

DN # 971ufca (formerly Hot Case 647)
DN # 1982umca (formerly Hot Case 1378)
DN # 1983umca (formerly Hot Case 1868)
DN # 972ufca (formerly Hot Case 210)
Case file of DN # 1766umwi - ME/LE contact info, photo link
Case file of DN # 154ufco - Images added
Case file of DN # 966umtx - Confirmed no tattoos or scars noted
Case file of DN # 43umtx - Confirmed still unidentified
Case file of DN # 460ufhi - Status changed from living to deceased
Case file of DN # 642ufco - Image added, ME contact updated
Case file of DN # 404ufor - Images added

Located/Identified

Identified DN # Hot Case 202 as DN #1088DFCA - Sandra Nevarez ABC Local
Remains Identified - DN # 3548DMUK - James Elam
Identified - DN #3339DFPA - Sherry Jean Leighty - Altoona Mirror

May 13, 2013

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 736DFMO - Julie Vita Salucka
Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 734UMWA

May 7, 2013

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 490DMAZ - Raymond Edward Shore
Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 732UMFL

Located/Identified

Identified DN # 115UFMI as Diann Tatum - MyFox 28
Identified DN # 1194UMTN as Howard Hardin - Local 8 Now
Identified DN # Hot Case 1898 as Roman Reese - Fox4 Now
Remains Identified - DN # 1552DMTX - Roger Scott Dunn - KCBD
Remains Identified - DN # 1088DFCA - Sandra Nevarez - ABC Local

Closed per NamUs - DN # 4698DMCA - Jeffrey Austin Jankos

Remains Identified - DN # 623DFOK - Cynthia Britto; 1745DFOK - Wendy Camp; 1741DFOK - Lisa Kregear - Huffington Post

May 6, 2013

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 733DFQC - Danielle Boisvert

Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 791UMTX

April 16, 2013

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 484DMFL - Henry T. Lopez

Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 719UMON

Site Additions

A page on the DN site has been created for:

DN # 4722DMAZ - Glenn Dukart

DN # 4723DMMI - Joey Haines

DN # 4724DMMS - John Lloyd Heflin

DN # 3340DFON - Mila Dorothy Johnson - LE Hot Case

April 8, 2013

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 712DFTX - Sandra Natalia Silverio

Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 455UFOH

Located/Identified

Identified DN # 288UFNJ as Heidi Balch DN # 243DFNY - Fox News

Identified DN # 798UFVA as Brenda Gee Knight - NBC 12

Located Safe DN # 521DFNY - Audrey Lynn Leinoff - Facebook

Identified & Archived DN # 704UFCA

March 23, 2013
Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 477DMBC - Jeffrey Heywood Morgan

Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 705UMTX

Located/Identified

Closed & Archived - DN # 2052DMCA - Zenon Gonzales
Closed & Archived - DN # 1734DMAZ - Roy Deleon Cruz
Closed & Archived - DN # 2053DMCA - Clarence Darnell Weaver

Identified & Archived DN # 837UFCT
Identified & Archived DN # 1290UMVA
Identified & Archived DN # Hot Case 700

March 22, 2013

DNA News

March 20, 2013

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 698DFNSW - Vera Macey

Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 703UMUK

Site Updates

Case file of DN # 4175DMAZ - Marco Antonio Lopez - Fingerprint and DNA available
Case file of DN # 3578DMFL - Charles L. Dillon - Fingerprints available
Case file of DN # 199DMFL - Kipling Hess - DNA available, image fixed
Case file of DN # 3352DMLA - Henry Lawrence Jr - Tattoo description added, medical information added
Case file of DN # 2272DFLA - Jacqueline Ann Ellis - DNA available, scar information updates
Case file of DN # 1920DMNV - Joe Angel Luiz - DNA and fingerprints available

March 19, 2013

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 697DFNY - Lucy Delia Fuentes

Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 447UFPA

Site Additions
A page on the DN site has been created for:
DN # 961UFCA - An unidentified female found in California in 1983
DN # 3338DFMO - Evelyn Leona Mace-Warbington
DN # 3339DFPA - Sherry Jean Leighty

March 10, 2013
Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 690DFIRL - Shiela Dwyer
Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 698UMON

Site Updates
Case file of DN # 427UFWA - Date of discovery corrected
Case file of DN # 67DMBC - Charles Horvath-Allen - Circumstances updated and images added
Case file of DN # 437UMNC - New reconstruction and clothing images added

March 7, 2013
Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 473DMSAU - Michael Mairou
Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 692UMUT

Site Additions
A page on the DN site has been created for:
DN # 3330DFCA - Stephanie June Lucero
DN # 3331DFCA - Alexandra Marie Flores
DN # 3332DFCA - Maribel Valdez
DN # 3333DFCA - Ruth A Marquez-Medina
DN # 3334DFCA - Elizabeth Doris Johnson
DN # 3335DFCA - Esmerelda Pompa
DN # 4666DMCA - Oscar Geovany Leyva
DN # 4667DMCA - Christian Leyva
DN # 4711DMCA - Fabian Enriquez
DN # 4712DMCA - Nicholas Buttle
DN # 4713DMCA - Mohammed Hakimi
DN # 4714DMCA - Kieran Murphy
DN # 4716DMCA - Ruben Martinez
DN # 4717DMCA - Peter Martin Arnsdorff
DN # 4718DMCA - Wesley Irving Lovell Jr
DN # 4719DMCA - Louis Sandoval

March 6, 2013

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 687DFNY - Melissa Erin Reiter
Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 693UMMX

Site Updates
Case file of DN # 431UFMD - Height and weight updated
Case file of DN # 954DFMD - Tiffany Michele Goines - Image added, DNA available
Case file of DN # 1777DMIL - Michael Mansfield - Circumstances updated
Case file of DN # 1785DFTN - Patricia Louise Kelley - Images added, clothing description added
Case file of DN # 1784DFVT - Paula Weldon - Image added
Case file of DN # 229DMFL - Keith Dean Fleming - DNA available
Case file of DN # 745DMCA - Michael Ray Askren - Dentals and DNA available
Case file of DN # 4031DMMI - John Allen Troha - Height and weight updated
Case file of DN # 1902DMFL - Bruce Neal Walls - Image added

March 5, 2013

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 473DMSAU - Michael Mairou
Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 692UMUT

Site Additions
A page on the DN site has been created for:
DN # 4701DMCA - Theodore Gerard Cabugos
DN # 3291DFCA - Edith Sylvia Rodriguez
DN # 4700DMCA - Jose Luis Munguia
DN # 4699DMCA - Pablo Medrano
DN # 4698DMCA - Jeffrey Austin Jankas
DN # 4697DMCA - Craig Jeffrey Graves
DN # 4696DMCA - Anthony Barela
DN # 4694DMCA - Royal Christopher Miller
DN # 4693DMCA - John Lamarsna
DN # 4651DMCA - Hans Harry Okelsrud
DN # 4650DMCA - Edward Louis Winans
DN # 4695DMCA - Randall Marshall McDonald
DN # 4706DMCA - Erving Vernon Richards
DN # 4705DMCA - John Robert Scialabba
DN # 4704DMCA - Daniel Collins
DN # 4703DMCA - Michael James Walsh
DN # 4702DMCA - Wilburn Leeroy Thompson
DN # 3329DFCA - Erica Mendoza
DN # 3328DFCA - Maria Mendoza
DN # 3327DFCA - Francis Gay Vargas
DN # 3326DFCA - Lauria Elizabeth O'Conner
DN # 3295DFCA - Cynthia Renea Milstead

March 2, 2013

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 472DMVIC - Adriano Mason

Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 688UMNJ
Site Additions

A page on the DN site has been created for:

DN # 1901UMPA (formerly Hot Case 1307)
DN # 1902UMPA (formerly Hot Case 946)
DN # 1903UMPA (formerly Hot Case 992)
DN # 1904UMPA (formerly Hot Case 1213)
DN # 1905UMPA (formerly Hot Case 1897)
DN # 1906UMPA (formerly Hot Case 1800)
DN # 1907UMPA (formerly Hot Case 1525)
DN # 1908UMPA (formerly Hot Case 2294)
DN # 1909UMPA (formerly Hot Case 888)
DN # 1910UMPA (formerly Hot Case 1526)
DN # 1911UMPA (formerly Hot Case 1550)
DN # 1912UMPA (formerly Hot Case 1552)
DN # 1913UMPA (formerly Hot Case 1553)
DN # 1914UMPA (formerly Hot Case 308)
DN # 1915UMPA (formerly Hot Case 309)
DN # 1916UMPA (formerly Hot Case 313)
DN # 1917UMPA (formerly Hot Case 314)
DN # 1918UMPA (formerly Hot Case 223)
DN # 1919UMPA (formerly Hot Case 318)
DN # 1920UMPA (formerly Hot Case 319)
DN # 1921UMPA (formerly Hot Case 619)
DN # 1922UMPA (formerly Hot Case 1900)
DN # 949UFPA (formerly Hot Case 993)
DN # 950UFPA (formerly Hot Case 2205)
DN # 951UFPA (formerly Hot Case 1693)

**Located/Identified**

Closed per Namus - DN # 2865DFOH - Mary Cox
Closed per NCMEC - DN # 1869DFTX - Victoria Marie Lopez
Closed per LE - DN # 308DFFL - Martha Jean Lambert
Closed per NCMEC - DN # 637DFTX - Yasmin Nayeem
Remains Located - DN # 2872DFFL - Frances Hendrickson

**February 28, 2013**

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 471DMMA - Donald Beams Wallace
Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 686UMNJ

**Site Updates**

Case file of DN # 246UFPA - Circumstances corrected, new reconstruction added

**February 26, 2013**

**Announcements**

Doe Network in the news - Todd Matthews: Lost and Found in the Cumberland / Celebrations Magazine February/March 2013
Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 470DMNSW - Donald Bigham
Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 684UMNJ

**Located/Identified**

Remains Identified - DN # 4371DMMO - Elbert Embry
Closed per Namus - DN # 2615DFOK - Christine Miller
Identified DN # 380UMUK - BBC News
Identified DN # 529UFBC as Gurpeet Gill - The Province
Identified & Archived DN # 555UMOR
February 23, 2013

Announcements

Doe Network in the news - Web sleuths help solve cold cases - Boston Globe 2/22/2013

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 469DMVA - Patrick Donald Collins

Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 682UMUK

Site Updates

DN # 938UFAR (formerly Hot Case 1856)
DN # 939UFAR (formerly Hot Case 1936)
DN # 940UFAR (formerly Hot Case 1358)
DN # 941UFAR (formerly Hot Case 1721)
DN # 942UFAR (formerly Hot Case 1543)
DN # 943UFAR (formerly Hot Case 1355)
DN # 944UFAR (formerly Hot Case 1546)
DN # 945UFAR (formerly Hot Case 1537)
DN # 946UFAR (formerly Hot Case 2192)
DN # 947UFAR (formerly Hot Case 1547)
DN # 948UFAR (formerly Hot Case 2191)
DN # 1895UMAR (formerly Hot Case 1540)
DN # 1896UMAR (formerly Hot Case 1843)
DN # 1897UMAR (formerly Hot Case 1544)
DN # 1898UMAR (formerly Hot Case 1545)
DN # 1899UMAR (formerly Hot Case 1549)
DN # 1900UMAR (formerly Hot Case 1551)
DN # 1890UMAR (formerly Hot Case 1353)
DN # 1891UMAR (formerly Hot Case 1354)
DN # 1892UMAR (formerly Hot Case 1722)
DN # 1893UMAR (formerly Hot Case 1464)
DN # 1894UMAR (formerly Hot Case 1361)
DN # 1882UMAR (formerly Hot Case 1773)
DN # 1883UMAR (formerly Hot Case 1351)
DN # 1884UMAR (formerly Hot Case 2190)
DN # 1885UMAR (formerly Hot Case 1347)
DN # 1886UMAR (formerly Hot Case 1627)
DN # 1887UMAR (formerly Hot Case 1465)
DN # 1888UMAR (formerly Hot Case 1752) - Images added
DN # 1889UMAR (formerly Hot Case 1360)

**February 13, 2013**

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 2499DFOH - Erica Nicole Baker

Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 455UFOH

**Site Updates**

Case file of DN # 34DFCA - Gayle Marks - Age progression added
Case file of DN # 2650DFMO - Heather Kullorn - Age progression added
Case file of DN # 4592DMAR - Thomas Rettew - Age progression added
Case file of DN # 213DFNH - Tammy Belanger - Age progression added
Case file of DN # 2025DFAZ - Heather Silver - Age progression added
Case file of DN # 125DFCA - April Cooper - Age progression added
Case file of DN # 2970DFTX - Myrisha Campbell - Age progression added
Case file of DN # 4342DMTX - AJ Campbell - Age progression added
Case file of DN # 129DMCA - Michael Masaoay - Age progression added
Case file of DN # 2389DFWA - Alexis Owens - Age progression added
Case file of DN # 1090DFCA - Sarah Amiri - Age progression added
Case file of DN # 1273DFCA - Ivy Matory - Age progression added
Case file of DN # 1274DFCA - Violet Matory - Age progression added
Case file of DN # 342DFPA - Tracy King - Age progression added
Case file of DN # 1DMGA - Michael Bennett - Age progression added
Case file of DN # 2419DFTX - Patricia Loya - Age progression added
Case file of DN # 37DMOR - Edward Nye - Age progression added
Case file of DN # 2368DFCA - Rose Cole - Age progression added
Case file of DN # 126DFNE - Jillian Cutshall
Age progression added
Case file of DN # 129DFCA - Diane Dye - Age progression added
Case file of DN # 2144DFMO - Elizabeth Gill - Age progression added
Case file of DN # 49DFFL - Angela Ramsay - Age progression added
Case file of DN # 304DFFL - Marjorie Luna - Age progression added
Case file of DN # 124DFCA - Amber Swartz Garcia - Age progression added
Case file of DN # 1183DFFL - Katheryne Lugo - Age progression added
Case file of DN # 1735DMCA - Leonid Jacobson - Age progression added
Case file of DN # 2191DFAZ - Sophia Larranaga - Age progression added
Case file of DN # 3194DFMO - Kathrynn Seefeldt - Age progression added
Case file of DN # 1884DFMI - Shannon VerHage - Age progression added
Case file of DN # 1617DFCA - Adriana Rojas - Age progression added

February 12, 2013

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 676DFVIC - Prudence Ann Bird
Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 441UFCA

Site Updates
Case file of DN # 1731UMDE - Images added
DN # 1880UMFL (formerly Hot Case 1972)
DN # 936UFFL (formerly Hot Case 756) - images added
DN # 1881UMNC (formerly Hot Case 2062)
DN # 937UFFL (formerly Hot Case 1404) - images added

February 7, 2013

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 2499DFOH - Erica Nicole Baker
Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 455UFOH

Site Updates

Case file of DN # 3209DFWY - Kimberly Kay Allen - Date missing corrected, DNA and dentals available
Case file of DN # 635DFSC - Dail Boxley Dinwiddle - Age progression added
Case file of DN # 855UFSC - Image added, DNA available
Case file of DN # 774DFSC - Shakeima Ann Cabbagestalk - Age progression added
Case file of DN # 1830DMSC - Kevin Lamont McClam - Dentals and DNA available
Case file of DN # 1767UMWI - DNA available
Case file of DN # 596UFWI - DNA available

February 4, 2013

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 662DFIN - Patricia Blough
Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 428UFFL

Site Updates

Case file of DN # 1980DFOK - Jamie Michelle McChurin - Image added, DNA available
Case file of DN # 4196DMNJ - William Ebenezer Jones III - Images added
Case file of DN # 1904DFCA - Angelique James - Age progression added
Case file of DN # 3085DFWI - Alexis S. Patterson - Circumstances updated
Case file of DN # 1206DFNJ - Charlotte Jean Loomis - Circumstances updated
Case file of DN # 3818DMCA - Richard Boldon-Circumstances, scar description added, clothing description added, DNA available

Case file of DN # 3325DMCA - Roger Dale Madison-DNA available

Case file of DN # 2255DMCA - Bruce Kremen-DNA available

Case file of DN # 754DMMN - Chris Harold Freeman-Date missing corrected

Case file of DN # 4059DMCA - Charles Lorainne Hollingsworth-DNA available

February 2, 2013

Announcements

Canada News - Canada's missing (& unidentified) persons cases featured on new website

DNA News - UNTHSC to help identify up to 20,000 found in Libya's mass graves

Knox County investigator hopes Smithsonian lab will help solve cold cases

January 29, 2013

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 668DFNC - Laura Anne Hook

Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 432UFDC

Site Updates

DN # 1866UMKY (formerly Hot Case 501)

DN # 1867UMKY (formerly Hot Case 921)

DN # 1868UMKY (formerly Hot Case 200)

DN # 1869UMKY (formerly Hot Case 2015)

DN # 1870UMKY (formerly Hot Case 1248)

DN # 1871UMKY (formerly Hot Case 1535)

DN # 1872UMKY (formerly Hot Case 1262)

DN # 1873UMKY (formerly Hot Case 1099)

DN # 1874UMKY (formerly Hot Case 197)

DN # 1875UMKY (formerly Hot Case 2060)
DN # 1876UMKY (formerly Hot Case 1267)
DN # 1877UMKY (formerly Hot Case 192)
DN # 1878UMKY (formerly Hot Case 2197)
DN # 1879UMKY (formerly Hot Case 1903)
DN # 928UFKY (formerly Hot Case 1933)
DN # 929UFKY (formerly Hot Case 155)
DN # 930UFKY (formerly Hot Case 2061)
DN # 931UFKY (formerly Hot Case 2014)
DN # 932UFKY (formerly Hot Case 2013)
DN # 933UFKY (formerly Hot Case 704)
DN # 934UFKY (formerly Hot Case 705)
DN # 935UFKY (formerly Hot Case 502)

January 26, 2013
Announcements

DoeNetwork in the News
The Sudbury Star - Accent: unsolved cases-unexplained deaths
Patch - Unsolved Cases: Courtney Baltimore, Endangered Runaway

January 23, 2013
Announcements

Blog Posting: The Skeleton Crew: The human thing to do

January 22, 2013
Announcements

NamUs: UnClaimed Persons database (UCP)
The UnClaimed Persons database (UCP) contains information about deceased persons who have been identified by name, but for whom no next of kin or family member has been identified or located to claim the body for burial or other disposition.
It is good for the unclaimed to be entered into this database by the medical examiner/coroner community. It is possible that a person might be properly identified but the family still considering them as missing.

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 454DMESP - Jose Manuel Jejada Algarrada

Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 429UFNV

Site Updates

Case file of DN # 2352DMTX - William Joseph Powers - Image added

Case file of DN # 4327DMTX - Marcos Arrellano Zavala - Image added

January 21, 2013

Announcements

DoeNetwork in the News

El Paso detectives use technology to help find answers in search for missing friends, family

Las Cruces family searches for answers 11 years after father’s disappearance

Unsolved Cases: Faime Lynette Francis, Missing for 5 Years

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 453DMTX - Patrick D. Lijebeck

Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 662UMFL

Site Updates

DN # 1865UMFL (formerly Hot Case 1067) - reconstruction added

DN # 927UFTX (formerly Hot Case 2122)

Case file of DN # 223UFTN - Source and contact information updated

Case file of DN # 607UFTN - Source and contact information updated

Case file of DN # 1909DMCA - Martin Marshall Daggett - DNA available

Case file of DN # 673DFDEU - Katrice Lee - Clothing description added

Case file of DN # 1446DFOR - Eryn Beth McClary - Image added, DNA available

Case file of DN # 2841DFKY - Patricia Ann Calloway - DNA available, clothing and jewelry descriptions added
January 17, 2013

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 662DFIN - Patricia Blough

Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 428UFL

Site Updates

Case file of DN # 975DMTN - Jim South Jr - Images added, DNA available, circumstances updated

Case file of DN # 3026DFMS - Katherine Mare Lowery - Dental description added, DNA available

Case file of DN # 2307DFTN - Shannon Elaine Arif - Circumstances updated

Case file of DN # 927dfwv - Angela Cherice Gwinn Stephens - Dentals, DNA and fingerprints available

Case file of DN # 78DFWI - Candace Jay Wright - Dentals available

Case file of DN # 1915DFFL - Lynn Chesser - Circumstances updated

Case file of DN # 1419DFWI - Marchelle Hansen - Images added, DNA available

Case file of DN # 827DFCA - Lynn Ruth Connes - DNA available

Case file of DN # 332DMTX - Richard Barnett Rinehart - Dentals and fingerprints available

Case file of DN # 910UMIL - Age range updated

January 16, 2013

Announcements

Blog Posting: Awareness: Breaking The Ice for Cold Cases

Reminder - The Knox County Sheriff’s Office and the Knoxville Police Department in partnership with NamUs (National Missing and Unidentified Persons System) representatives will host a statewide DNA Collection Day for families of missing loved ones on Saturday, January 19th. It will be held at the Amphitheater in front of JCPenney at West Town Mall from 9 a.m. until 4:00 p.m.

Those who plan to attend the DNA collection event are asked to contact Amy Dobbs with the Knox County Sheriff’s Office at (865) 215-3705. Media should call Martha Dooley at (865) 215-2461 or Hillary Coward at (865) 971-3936.

January 15, 2013

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 656DFIN - Ann Miller
Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 656UMUK

Site Updates

Case file of DN # 1760DFOR - Rhonda Gayle Sansovich -DNA available
Case file of DN # 4332DMPA - Melvin Elwood Snyder -Height and weight added, scar description added, dentals available
Case file of DN # 264DFNY - Kelly Eileen Morrissey -Dentals available
Case file of DN # 4324DMMI - David Robert Gionet -Dentals available
Case file of DN # 4182DMMO - Rickey Lee Enochs -DNA available
Case file of DN # 627DMOH - James Robert Hysong Jr. -Dentals available
Case file of DN # 872UFWI -DNA available
Case file of DN # 3513DMAZ - Jesus Rios Galindo -Height updated, DNA available
Case file of DN # 1339DFTX - Misty Dawn Ortega -Dentals available
Case file of DN # 4625DMCA - Anthony Vivien Fox -Dentals and DNA available
Case file of DN # 882DFCA - Lillian Irene Estrada -Scar description added, DNA available

January 14, 2013

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 451DMNSW - William Albert Day

Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 655UMMX

Site Updates

DN # 1848UMCO (formerly Hot Case 435)
DN # 1849UMCO (formerly Hot Case 1662)
DN # 1850UMCO (formerly Hot Case 1661)
DN # 1851UMCO (formerly Hot Case 1660)
DN # 1852UMCO (formerly Hot Case 1663)
DN # 1853UMCO (formerly Hot Case 506)
DN # 1854UMCO (formerly Hot Case 512)
DN # 1855UMCO (formerly Hot Case 509)
DN # 1856UMCO (formerly Hot Case 513)
DN # 1857UMCO (formerly Hot Case 515)
DN # 1858UMCO (formerly Hot Case 975)
DN # 1859UMCO (formerly Hot Case 516)
DN # 1860UMCO (formerly Hot Case 518)
DN # 1861UMCO (formerly Hot Case 519)
DN # 1862UMCO (formerly Hot Case 520)
DN # 1863UMCO (formerly Hot Case 895)
DN # 1864UMCO (formerly Hot Case 521)
DN # 925UFCO (formerly Hot Case 1659)
DN # 926UFCO (formerly Hot Case 453)

**Located/Identified**

 Identified DN # 274UFAUT

 Located Safe - DN # 1151DMIN - Richard Wayne Landers

**January 13, 2013**

**Announcements**

DoeNetwork in the News

Unsolved Cases: Lonnett Myer Jackson Missing Since 2006

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 655DFNSW - Kay Docherty

Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 654UMTX

**January 12, 2013**

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 654DFNSW - Toni Maree Cavanagh

Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 653UMFL

**January 11, 2013**

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 450DMNSW - Keith Nevil Brown
Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 652UMMB

**Site Updates**

Case file of DN # 1769DFOK - Michelle Crawford - Image added, dentals and DNA available
Case file of DN # 2949DFPA - Tamara Dawn Porrin - Images added, DNA available
Case file of DN # 850DFNY - Tiffany Susan Westford - DNA available
Case file of DN # 4361DMTN - David Warner - Image added, fingerprints available
Case file of DN # 2249DFIL - Emily Maria Izykowski - Age progression added
Case file of DN # 199UFWI - Reconstruction added
Case file of DN # 3684DMWI - Orin Anderson - Age progression added
Case file of DN # 282DFIL - Vinyette Trudy Teague - Age progression added
Case file of DN # 1845DFKY - Sharon Sons - Image added
Case file of DN # 1609UMNY - Reconstruction added
Case file of DN # 638DFIL - Donna Jean Mezo - Age progression added
Case file of DN # 1592DFIL - Rachel Marie Mellon-Skemp - Age progression added
Case file of DN # 3336DMSC - Jason Knapp - Age progression added
Case file of DN # 563DFIL - Catherine A Runte - Images added
Case file of DN # 3251DFKY - Olive Petty - Images added
Case file of DN # 1434DFMN - Victoria Jane Owczynsky - Age progression added
Case file of DN # 749DFWY - Deborah Rae Meyer - Age progression added
Case file of DN # 261UFWI - Image added, DNA available
Case file of DN # 1322DFTX - Diane Lynn Brooks - Image added

**January 7, 2013**

**Announcements**

The Knox County Sheriff’s Office and the Knoxville Police Department in partnership with NamUs (National Missing and Unidentified Persons System) representatives will host a statewide DNA Collection
Day for families of missing loved ones on Saturday, January 19th. It will be held at the Amphitheater in front of JCPenney at West Town Mall from 9 a.m. until 4:00 p.m.

NamUs representatives will be available to update case information in the NamUs database or to create a new NamUs case for a missing loved one. A missing persons report does not have to be filed, and participants do not have to live in Knoxville. It is recommended to bring as many biological family members as possible, as well as objects once owned by the victim that could contain traces of DNA. These items could include hairbrushes, toothbrushes, or baby teeth. If possible, families are encouraged to bring photos, x-rays, medical records, and dental records.

There are over 994 known missing persons in the state of Tennessee, and the families of these missing persons need answers. Just connecting a DNA sample to any of the estimated over 40,000 unidentified remains in the United States could provide a family with relief by producing a missing piece of their puzzle.

KCSO and KPD hosted a local DNA Collection Day in November 2012, but received many requests to hold another event, making it statewide. This service, completely free of charge, is a joint effort between the Knox County Sheriff’s Office and Knoxville Police Department. Those who plan to attend the DNA collection event are asked to contact Amy Dobbs with the Knox County Sheriff's Office at (865) 215-3705. Media should call Martha Dooley at(865) 215-2461 or Hillary Coward at (865) 971-3936.

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 652DFPA - Ranee Ann Gregor

Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 425UFFL

January 2, 2013

Featured Missing Case Today: DN # 445DMTX - Mark Allen Merritt

Featured Unidentified Case Today: DN # 648UMBC

Located/Identified

Identified DN # HC 2099 as 4268DMWY - Donald Theodore Allison - Aspen Times

Closed & Archived - DN # 849DFNY - Irma Luna

Closed & Archived - DN # 3189DFCA - April Stevens

Closed & Archived - DN # 4550DMCA - Christopher Stevens